Introducing Triton’s all-new RL2000, the latest and greatest low-cost ATM for retail locations. With the widest range of dispensing mechanisms we’ve ever offered, it’s the ideal choice for everyone from small c-stores and restaurateurs, to major hotel and retail chains.

The RL2000, our most flexible ATM to date, packs tons of features into a small, walk-up design, making it the ideal ATM for both high and low-traffic locations. Its innovative configuration – including an embedded PC-based platform, Microsoft® Windows® CE 5.0 operating system with Triton’s X2 technology – makes the RL2000 as reliable as it is convenient. And its CE 5.0 platform provides expandability to meet future compliance and application needs.

The RL2000 meets compliance mandates including California Access Compliance standards, ADA and audio compliance, Visa Encrypting PIN Pad (VEPP) and Triple-DES compliance. Like all Triton products, its unique design allows for hassle-free servicing, saving time and money while eliminating the need for expensive upgrades. All this and more makes the new RL2000 our most feature-driven retail ATM ever, all while maintaining the low cost of ownership Triton is known for.
The most cost-effective ATM in the industry, bar none.

**FEATURES:**

- **Available in Bayou Bronze**
- **TDM-50 (standard), 100, 150, 200, 250; Minimech; SDD; NMD50**
- **Screen and printer options:**
  - 5.7” (145 mm) color screen and 60 mm printer with graphics capabilities (standard)
  - 8” (203 mm) color screen and 80 mm printer with graphics capabilities
- **Communications:**
  - TCP/IP (standard)
  - 56K baud USB modem
  - Wireless
- **Locks:**
  - Dial combination lock (standard)
  - Electronic lock
  - Kaba Mas Cencon 2000
- **Card reader:**
  - Dip (standard)
  - Dip EMV
  - Motorized card reader
- **Dimensions:**
  - 16” wide (405 mm)
  - 16” to 22.1” deep (405 mm to 561 mm)
  - 49.5” high (1257 mm)
- **Cabinet:**
  - UL 291 Business Hours (standard)
  - UL 291 Level 1 Vault
- **Weight:**
  - 175 lb (79 kg)
  - Vaulted Weight - TBA

**Compliance:**

- Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) with audio compliance
- VISA/PCI Encrypting PIN Pad (VEPP) and Triple DES compliant
- UK Accessibility Guidelines (DDA)
- California Access Compliance, Title 24

**Toppers (optional):**

- Mid-topper
- High-topper

**Advertising potential:**

- Decals and signage
- Couponing
- Display graphics

**Multilingual capabilities:**

- 4 languages (standard for U.S.)

**TECHNICAL SPECS:**

- RISC Microprocessor
- Microsoft® Windows® CE 5.0
- 128 MB flash memory, expandable
- 128 MB RAM

**OPERATING SPECS:**

- **Temperature:**
  - 10° to 40° C / 50° to 104° F
- **Relative humidity:**
  - 20% to 80% non-condensing
- **Power consumption:**
  - 150 watts maximum

Specifications are subject to change without notice.